
SOFT WATER, READY AND WAITING 

Ready to make more when you need it or go on standby when you don't. 

 

Non-Electric Operation 

Our hands-off non-electric systems meter water usage with watch like precision and 

regenerate only when necessary, resulting in less waste and greater savings. No 

computers or timers to set, adjust or break. No extra strain on your electric bill either. 

On-Demand Service 

Eliminates the guess work of timers and the waste of water, salt and electricity 

inherent with scheduled operation. 

 

 



AccuDial™ 5 Precision 

Your water professional can precisely adjust the system for optimal efficiency, and to 

meet the specific water conditions in your home.

SIMPLY EFFICIENT.

Quick regeneration time and effective hardness removal create soft water for 

comfortable living. 

Efficient Hardness Removal

Protects your high efficiency appliances, while providing you with the water you 

want. 

Minimal Regeneration  

Regenerates in 9-15 minutes, 

longer. 

INNOVATION 40 YEARS IN THE MAKING

   

The Kinetico Essential Series is the first ever single

system. Boasting an ergonomic design, it not only saves space by blending seamlessly 

with your other modern appliances, it keeps salt and water usage to a minimum, 

helping high-efficiency appliances work more effectively. The Essential Series helps 

you enjoy radiant looking glassware and utensils, keeping you feeling fresh and 

smooth when you step out of the shower, and comfortable in your clothes after they've 

been washed- because that's what a life hydrated by Kinetico is all about.

• Monitors water usage and regenerates (cleans) itself only when necessary

• Adjustable to your homes specific water conditions
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